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TEACHING COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN THE JUNIOR HIGHS

IT'S TIME TO STOP WAXING POETIC AND START WAXING PRACTICAL

'What are we talking about when -46 'reek of 'communication skills'? I'm not

a speech teacher. How can I be expected t avid, learnings in communication

for my student(?'

The above monologue, while hypothetical, may well be an accurate response of

many teachers who are asked to provide communication skills learnings for their

students. Similar responses are heard from teachers who tee in the implementation

phase of a communication skills programs TARGETS COMMUNICATION SKILLS, a

kindergarten through twelfth- grade, interdisciplinary approach designed to help

students gain commmunication skills in the Lincoln (NE) Public Schools. Actually,

there is little to fear. and no reason to think that 'extra' requirements are being

placed on teachers. The communication program is designed so that all teachers, no

matter what their training or specialization, may provide opportunities in their

classrooms which will enhance students' abilities to communicate through their lives.

This program does not AO 'things' to already full schedules: instead, it

provides a new perspective for teachers so that they can provide such learnings in

'says which fit their style, subject matter, and methods or techniques.

Teaching is communication. Accordingly, what the TARGETS COMMUNICATION

SKILLS program proposes is that all students, K -12, in all subject matter areas are

provioed opportunities to gain the "ability to give, receive. or interchange

information. tnoughts, and feelings."1

The program develops four basic skills which incorporate six learnings and

five major applications of the learnings and skills. Speaking, observing, listening,

and non-verbal skills whih the program helps students to achieve are four kindst

(1) Communication Codess Speaking and Understanding Spoken Engliso



AlmImmENI

(2) Oral Message Evaluations Using Standards of Appraisal to Make

Judgements About Messages or Their Effects

(3) Basic Oral Skills: Basic Speech Communication

(4) Human Relations Skills: Building and Maintaining Personal Relationships

and Resolving Conflicts2

The learnings provided in the program are met through English graduation

requirements which are assessed at the tenth-grade level and are supported by Lincoln

Public Schools goals. (See Appendix A for the District goals and English graduation

requirements.) In addition, there are four elements critical to the success of tie

program: philosophy, method, content, and evaluation. Each of these elements is

described below:

PhilosoollY: Communication skills of speaking, observing, listening, and

nonverbal language are essential for all students. Teachers directly teach

and/or model communication skills in all subject matters. not English

language arts, alone.

Mettod: Teachers demonstrate good communication skills. regulc-ly ;eview

their personal achievement of the program outcomes, and actively enhance it

by in-service participation or self-directed communication skills experience.

They assess student proficiency and provide process instruction for students

who need it.

contents Teachers directly teach the student learning outcomes through

the use of the philosophy and the activities from the curriculum guide. They

identify for the students the outcome (purpose) for alt communication skill'

activities. Students are encouraged to be partners in their own

cnmivimunication skill achievement through knowledge of their assessment and

progress.

gvaluation: Schools choosing to evaluate the program may use data froi

the Student Assessment Records, both pre- and post-assessment, or an optional
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form.

14 the district chooses to evaluate the program, it may use data from the

Student Assessment Records, both pre- and post-assessment, or student

achievement of standardized tests of communication skills (which Are not

presently part of the district testing program).3

How cad teachers apply communication skills? There are many applications in

the classroom which can be related to the world outside the classroom. and in which

each of us must interact. For example, the media. in its many forms, is an important

factor in our lives. All of us need to be able to respond to, analyze and evaluate

its influence upon us, and the influence of people upon the media, as well. While

most of us are not 'public speakers,' we art often called upon to give speeches,

present reports, make awards. or make introductions in front of people. Most of us

have the opportunity to read aloud, to tell stories. or to dramatize stories for

others at some time in our lives. America is an 'organization-conscious society'

most of us belong to at least three groups or organizations in a lifetime and need to

be aware of the roles of leaders and group members. We also need to be aware of how

to cope with and resolve conflict, as well as what it :Peens to each of us to be a

leader or group member. Each of us has many people with whom we relate in our jobs.

our recreational ctivities, in our interpersonal relationships, and in the family

situation. Skills gained in a communication program can help us to build and

maintain relationships with others. The communication program in Lincoln is oesigred

to help students learn the skills which will help them communicate more effectively

throughout their lives.

TARGET: COMMUNICATION SKILLS: ...ALIMENTATION IN- SERVICE, JUNIOR RI ON

The In-service for the communication program in the Lincoln Public Schools is

based upon the view that all teachino is communication. The program does not

replace the teaching of speech by specialists trained in speech programs; instead. it



teaches teachers the tantalizing task of teaching communication skills to students.

The in-service workshop is a three-hour session (which may be presented in two 1 1/2

hour segments, or, in one full three-hour session). in which the teachers are

introduced to the guide, the rationale for the program, the scope and sequence of the

program, a description of the outcomes of the program. including Competent Adolescent

statements (broad descriptions of an adolescent, grades 7-12, having communication

stills competence),4 classroom achievement indicators (*see Appendices for this

information), and, Application in lift. In addition, the workshop provides

descriptions of the four basic outcomes, bra, stormin, for activities which can be

used (from the guide), a group involvemqnt ac ViiY for each of the four outcomes,

and discussion of student assesimert. The qui contains ample 'activities that

work' for the outcomes listed in the program. ,1 the upper-right-hand corner of each

activitiy page are found the specific 'earnings, grade-level for application, and

skill which is emphasized in the activity. Teachers are advised in the guide, and in

theein-service sessions, that the activities are flexible and adaptable. Teachers

are encouraged to adapt the activities to specific lessons or units. Both in-service

and the guide itself also point out that activities for the classroom must meet three

criteria:

(1) Each activity. whether from this qui*. or others. must have a specific

objective focusedon specific oral communication skills;

(2) Each activity must be understood by the student to involve communication

skills; and,"

(3) Each activity must provide the teacher with an opportunity to observe

and evaluate student ski11.5

Oral communication skills should no be addressed as a subject only to be taught

for a brief period of time In a given day. They are basic to the learning process

for all subject area. the guide includes a Resources section which provides

background informationdefinitions of terms, and clarification of concepts and
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activities uhich.the
non-communication-trained teache; would need to know. Sections

on grade-level instruction provide information as to when he skill is focus-taught

and sample classroom activities which require few materials and can be utilized at

the teacher's discretion. Most can be adapted to various lessons and time

constraints. Some may even be used to assess student progress. The emphasis to

teachers is this: communication skills are basic to student education. Teachers

must provide opportunities for their students to gain and practice those skills in

order to help prepare students for life skil.s necessary for coping with that one

needs to cope w;th in a lifetime. While the in-service for the program is not one

which will teach all subject-matter teachers to replace speech communication

teachers, it is one which is believed to promote th teaching of communication skills

within the current program of instruction. The in-service and the curriculum ant),

provide information and activities by which that goal can be accomplished. It is

hoped that within time, there will be 'speech teachers' at all levels, teaching the

appropriate speech instruction to all students. In the meantime, the TARGET:

COMMUNICATION SKILLS program provides the next best: training for teachers. and

opportunities for students so that all MAY become more effective communicators.

TEACHING COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN AN INDEPE4DB4T COURSE

The TARGET: COMMUNICATION SKILLS program d!scussed in the previous section

is a response to a very real need: the need for students to be taught communication

skills, an important :ife skill. The TARGET program fulfills this need at a variety

of levels, and practically it can be implemented without specialization in the

' communication field. Gut, we also must realize that communication skills can be

taught in a single, independent class. The TARGET program does not reject the need

for concentrated training of students in the communication skills through an



independent course. In fact, the TARGET: COMMUNICATION SKILLS PROGRAM can be

utilized as an ideal support program for an independent class.

It would be of tremendous value to have an independent course available to

students at all levels that concentrated on the teaching of communication skills.

The advantages of such a program are numerous. First, a teacher in the TARGET

program does not, nor are they expected to, have the expertise in the communication

field, this is one of the advantages of the program for schools or districts that

cannot afford the time or money to adopt an independent program or those that choose

to integrate communication skills throughout the subjects. But there are also

advantages to having someone with extensive training to provide the students with a

solid grounding in the comunication skills and to convince them of the need to learn

these skills.

The TARGET program provides excellent application of comunication skills and a

new perspective on the subject matter but students could also benefit greatly from

wore indepth training in this arta. Second, since this is a life skill it could only

benefit students more to have a single class and then reinforcement through all other

classes. Many times at the Junior high level it is not enough to teach a student an

important skill in a one shot lesson. The retention rate requires that this be

reinforced in any way possible. Therefore, the teaching of communication skills in a

single class devoted to the development and recognition of these skills. followed by

reinforcement th^ough the TARGET program would aide their retention of the material.

Hopefully this would also reinforce the practical uses of communication skills.

Unfortunately not every school or school district can afford to make the committment

in terms of instructional time or budget, but the important thing is that some can.

This section of the paper is devoted to the educators who find themselves in

the situation of teaching a communication skills class. :t takes a practical look at

the needs of the junior high student. Through an analysis of those needs we as

teachers (whether we teach vmmunication skills presently or not) can better
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understand how these needs can be met through an independent class. An outline o4 a

semester class devoted solo, to communication skills with the specific needs in mind

is provided in the appendix.

The Junior Mich Student's View of Communication Skillse The Law of the

Playaround

The junior high student, as many teachers would agree, is a unique being. They
are caught in that awkward age between childhood and young adulthood. Their view of

communication skills is unique for much the same reasons. The Junior high student is

in a phase where development of these skills are extremely important. Examining

communication skills as they exist and realizing where
they need to grow can be of

great advantage for the junior high teacher by helping to determine a practical

approach for the improvement of those skills.

The basic junior high student views communication in terms ws will refer to as
'The Law of the Playground.' This view goes back to elementary school.

Communication as a skill has not yet developed, they view
communication as something

that is just there, not something they can learn to use. Communication is taken for

granted by most students at this level. It can be characterized
by what goes on in

the playground setting. Communication is not a reason giving process. When Johnny
and Mary get into a fight over who gets to play with the kickball, the argument is

either solved by force. i.e., Johnny taking the kickball from Mary, or by an appeal to
a higher authority i.e., the teacher. Johnny and Mary have not yet learned how to

'talk things out.' The idea of 'talking things out' is something we as teachers

would be helping them to learn.

The view of communication skills in terms of the 'Law of the Playground' can be

broken down into three basic characteristics that can describe the student's view of

communication' Communication as self-centered rather than communal, communication as
passive rather than active, and finally communication as coercive rather than
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persuasive. An understanding of these characteristics can give use a practical basis

for developing a communication skills class.

Communication as selfcentered

The Junior high students' view of communication is very 'me' centered. There is

little realization of another point of view. The student expects zsg to talk to

only them, they expect ma to remember every detail about what Ulu told

You yesterday, they interrupt others when Ihu have something important to say.

All these examples identify communication as self centered.

These characteristics are not desirable for an effective communicator.

Therefore we as teachers should try to teach students that communication is a very

community oriented process. We can teach them things like empathy. audience analysis

and other effective conversation skills. Communication skills should be used to shar

information with others. They should be used with a concern and awareness of the

audience. Any lessons in interpersonal and group communication would help build this

skill.

Communication as an Active Process

Junior high students view communication as something that is funs it's

entertainment. Communication is used to socialize with friends in the hallways

between classes, it is taken for granted in many respects. Communication to these

students is a passive process, not much needs to be done nn their part. Students

have not yet realized that communication skills are tools that art functional. and

that it should be a active process. All too many times the junior high student sits

in class, absorbs the information, but then doesn't use the proper skills to process

it. Communication follows the 'sponge theory.' it is a nonparticipatory process where

they sit, the teacher talks,
then they write it down and there it ends.

Many communication skills can be taught to help the student view communicatio5
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as a functional, active process. The questioning techniques used in interviewing can

be helpful in the classroom. along with effective listening skills to help the

student become in active participant in the comnnication process. The public

speaking that is a form of communication skill can help the student learn to present

ideas clearly and effectively so they can express them elves efficiently. Students

should learn that communication is a tool that they can use to obtain information,

further their understanding and learning and effectively express their own ideas. We

as teachers should be helping students achieve there goals.

Communication as Coercive

Many times the communication process for junior high students is a very coercive

one. If they can't get things the way they want they may resort to force and take

what they want, or they may appeal to a higher authority. The student believes that

in order to get what they want they must force others to give in. They do not yet

realize that communication skills can be used to persuade others so they can get what

they want. Persuasion is a much more socially acceptable method of obtaining things

rather than tattling or fighting. Persuasion can also be more effective in that it

may have the same result but with no ill will on the part of the other person.

Communication skills such as the art of persuasion can help the junior high

student realize that there are more socially acceptable ways of getting what they

want. Through the proper use of language and motivation communication can become a

persuasive process rather than a coercive one.

The Law of the CommunitY

Hopefully, an Independent communication skills course can teach students that

communication is more than just what went on at the elementary school playground.

Communication is a community oriented process. It is a process or reason giving,

sharing, concern for others and an active, cooperative tool that can help them get



along better'in society. Ca Aunication should follow the 'Law of the Casunite

rather than the 'Law o4 the Playground.' An outline of a basic communication skills

course that follows these three theories is outlincu in the appendix.

Teaching communication skills in the junior high school, if it is to be

effective, should evolve around the ideas that are important for students at this

level to learn 14 they are to become an active member of society. Practically, we

need to teach junior high students the skills that will help them the most. This can

be done in the two methods we outline in this paper. First, comic cation skills can

be taught in an independent class to provide the the indepth Knowledge and reasoning

needed to practice them in other areas. Second, a program such as TARGET:

COMMUNICATION SKILLS is an invaluable one to teach communication skills in either an

independent sitting, because it provides the necessary reinforcement for skills

learned, or as a single program because it provides students with the opporturitY to

develop their ability infht area of communication skills.

When we speak of 'communication skills" your response need not be one of fear

but instead should be one of excitement because YOU can provide your students with

the necessary experience they need in the communication skills area in a way th%t

flits your own teaching style.
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DISTRICT GOALS SUPPORTED BY THE TARGET:COMMUNICATION SKILLS PROGRAM

LINC1LN PUBLIC SCHOOLS GOALS:

To the degree they are able, all students should:

717Thiok logically, objectively and creatively. Acquire, analyze, and
evaluate information as the basis for making decisions.

2. Communicate effectively by reading, writing, speaking, observing and
listening.

3. Understand and use basic mathematics.

4. Understand and use basic scientific and technological knowledge and
processes.

5. Know about human beings, their environments and their achievements,
past and present.

6. Understand and follow practices associated with good health.

L7. Find satisfaction in aesthetic expression.

8. Develop habits, attitudes and values helpful to themselves and
J others.

1 B. Respect and have confidence in themselves.*

10. Establish and maintain positive relationshi s with others.
1

PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR DISTRICT GOALS:

The communication skills program provides students in all classes,
te.g., mathematics and science, as well as English) with opportunity
at achieve the e.,trict goals highlighr- pve, in these ways:

DISTRICT GOAL t: Communication skit' , age students to develop
ogic and ana ysis in a variety of sith..Lians, such as objectively
oresentirg ideas and information to others. In order to present that
information, students learn to differentiate between facts and
opinions. Communic, .ion skills also help students gain self-knowledge

1;5
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dna the ability to creatively express themselves. Communication skills
promote active participation in the teaching-learning process. Students'
thinking and decision-making abilities are enhanced when they are
encouraged to acquire, analyze. and evaluate information which they have
in order to present facts, information, and feelings in small groups, on
a one-to-one basis, or to an entire class.

DISTRICT GOAL 2: A communication skills program encourages students tc
rem about, and listen to others and the world around them.
When speaking is involved, students learn that reading, observing, and
listening help them gain information to share with others. In addition,
they learn that reading aloud and speaking need to be accomplished
effectively. The communication skills program is the basis for learning
to be effective when reading aloud, observing, listening, speaking and
writing, for carry-over from speaking to writing is great.

DISTRICT GOAL 7: Communication skilli programs enhance the study of
literature, drama, art, dance, and other forms of aesthetic expression.
Oral readirr, readers' theatre, role-playing and creative dramatics
are all a part of the communication skills utilized in activities and
methods in the rwejrmii, all of which support both the literature program
goals and the communication skills goals, and which support aesthetic
expression in other mediums as well.

DISTRICT GOAL 8: Many of the activities and techniques in the communi-
cation ski s program help students develop reading habits, research
skills, open attitudes towards others who are "different" from them
(e.g., in cultures, backgrounds, values, practices, religions). Communi-
cation skills provide the tools of critical thinking, analysis, role -
playing, and re-creating persons and events for discussion purposes, for
helping students to distinguish among a variety of values.

DISTRICT GOAL 9: The study of communication enables students to gain
knowledge about themselves and others. As students gain information
about themselves, they gain self-confidence. Gaining self-confidence
helps students learn self-respect, and enables them to gain thl respect
and confidence of others as well.

DISTRICT GOAL 10: One of the major parts of the communication skills pro-
gram is learning how to gain and build relationships with others, and then
learn to maintain those relationships. Students learn how to get along
with others, how to ask questions, when to ask questions, how to take
turns in the communication situation, and how to solve conflicts and
problems in group situations.

1/6 15 .



CURRICULUM
GUIDE SUPPORT:

WRITING

(TARGET: SPELLING

(TARGET:
COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

BE COPY AVAILABLE

ENGLISH
Graduation Requirements

)earnings

111.11111MOI

Write at record uwormsnon kw own use wow accurately,
and record relevant. complete infornipition).
(Supporting Goal $2)

Write to organize and convey factual knowledge
trecurd a sequence of events. character stics of a
person. place or thing. and information appropriate to
a task) (Supporting Goal *2)

Write to give directions (write clear and complete
&tenons). (Supporting Goal 2)

Spell the &strict 1.000 word spelling list correctly.4 (Supporting Goal *2)

Spell accurately in writing. when using references.5 (Supporti% Gaol *2)

I TARGET:
LITERATURE

7

8

9

Use words am! pronunciation appropriate for
situation. (Supporting Goal #2

Identify main ideas in messages. (Supporting Goal #2).

Express ideas and give directions clearly, concisely
and accurately (Supporting Goal $2)

Mk and answer questions accurately and effectively
to give and get information. (Supporting Goal *2)

1
Respond to written and visual literature (know what.
when, where. and who). (Supporting Goal *2)

11
12

Communicate to convince others.

Communicate to give form to exoenence.

ti

I

Organize messages so others can understand them.13 ISuppcirting Coal u2)

Recognme when anotiwr does not understand one's14 nwasatli tSuptinmns Goal w21

Emu% 2. ) .1.Clii ISI, !II other; appropriately. tSupporting
15 Givi 221

MMEMMIMINISM

1 Piloted In 1978. implemented in 1970
2 Plotted u 1981. implemented in 1982
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Program Model, TARGET: COMMUNICATION SKILLS
K42, Lincoln Public Schools

CONTENT SPEAKING

COMPONENT
TI LINKING

SKILLS

OBSERVING USTENING

ORGANIZATION

NONVERBAL
SKILLS-11

1

1 .
3

dm, aka ea. al. me as =v. Wi

Some Classroom Applications:
Interpersonal

Discussion: Oral Interpretaticn: Media: Communication: Public Speaking:Agenda setting r' ealive dramatics Evaluation Building and Basic speechConflict resolution Reading aloud . Response maintaining DebateGroup roles Role-playing relationships Onetomany speakingLeadership Storytelling ConlEct resolution
Role playing

Protecting one's rights
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CtaAAAoom Aaaeaament 7-9

ACHIEVEMENT IUDICATORS

I. Communication Codes (speaking and mdekatanding spoken English)

A. Listen e66ectivety .to spoken English.

1. Student Ottows dikections with ,at least 751 accuAacy.
2. Student does not continuatty tequest the game in6oAmation.
3. Student cakkiea out tasks with a high degree o6 putliciency.

B. Use woAdA, pAor,w4ation, and gkammak apputopkiate 604 aituation.

F. Student's Language use 44 appkoptiate .to the audience and Aitaation.
2. Student used pronunciation appkopkiate to the audience and .stuation.
3. Student Eau gAammat in an acceptable manna, according to the

4. Student used vocabulary which teachers and peeks can xemdity understand.
5. Student used language in an inolgenave manneA which does not

atienate teachers o4 peens .

C. Use nonvekbat signs appkoptiate tiok the aituation.

1. Student expu4s412.4 Oetinga nonvetbatty.
2. Student expresses thoughts and ieetinga both vekbatty and nonvekbatty;

both messaged are consistent with each other.
3. Student uaea'appkopAiate eye contact when talking with the teacher. on

()then Atudents.
4. Student has 6aciat expkesaions which enhance the verbal mu4age when

0.e.senting a speech, tepokt, on 'Leading.

D. Use voice eiliectivety.

1. Student keatizea and uheA his/het voice in a manna which Ls
acceptable to the aituation does not "Aufeam" anAlveAA on
questiona in the ctawoom).

2. Student uses adequate volume to be heard when (taking a question on
making a pkesentation.

3. Student urea variety in speaking (does not use name pitch, volume,
Oh hate ion every verbal xesponse).

0Aat Me44sage riatuation (usAng atandakda ol6 appkaiaat to make judgments about
messages on t,e4t e66ects)

A. Identify the main .ideas in messages .

1. Student identiliies the task to be peqoAmed when given oat
inAtAuctionA.

2. Student identi4eA main ideas when taking tectuke 'tutu on tiAttning to
a bAoademet.

3. Student identikiea exLtitat issues in 6actuat and in opinionated
meaaagea.

4. Student identiVAA key point6 o mesaagea.

B. Di6tingui4hed siatta anon opinion4.

1. Student deteAmine4 the a444gnment Aherne (14 expected to comptete.
2. Student to L, the d44siekence betpeen a44ention4 oi opinion and

-Atatements ()if 15act when qtie6tioned about the liocc.aretao.s.

S/3
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Ctassnoom Assessment 1 -9

3. Student notes that when a speaker says, "1 think..." the statement
is one's opinion.

4. Student recognizes that when a speaker says, "The Sec/Leaky c6 State,
Atexandet Haig, says that our intettigence tepotts a buitd-up o6
Soviet troops in Iran," the speaker is quoting someone who is using
6actuat motetiat.

C. Diztinguizh between in6oAmtive and pensuasive messages.

1. Student distinpuishes between iact and opinion when discussing
a movie neview need in CtA.64.

2. Student detamines propaganda techniques used in udio/tetevision
commaciats.

3. Student compates his /hen own standatds and dekinitionz o6 quality
with objective standatds, and exptain4 the di66etence.

D. Recognize when another does not understand one's message.

1. Student tecognizes when another does not understand a message and
makes adjustments in the message (i.e., ctui6ies, tegnes, restates,
adapts, changes, gives examptes, makes anatogiez, summatizes).

2. Student assesses nonvenbat Oedback on meAsages o6 Listeners and
adjusts accondingty (speaks Louden, testotes, ctaAiges, etc.) .

3. Student tecognizes when someone .is ticaubted by word choices on .ideas
stated in one's messages.

4. Student tecognizes when someone does not undexotand a request.
5. Student recognizes when someone .is unable to Dhow directions she/he

has given.

III. Basic Speech Communication Skills (aetecting and aAAanging message elements)

A. Express ideas cteatty and concisely.

1. Student gives out nepoAtz which pnovide adequate .manna Lion fan
teacher and etass.

2. Student explains how and where she/he obtained the inOnmation fan
an out tepott on teseatch/tibtaty assignment.

3. Student exptain4 the gist o6 the assignment given the pneviouA day.

B. Express and de6end with evidence a point o6 view.

1. Student de6ends hiz/hen choice o6 peasant chaAatteAistics xequixed
o6 a Leaden /group member, etc., in a ctaAs activity, by pees eating
the reasons which Led xo those choices.

2. Student de6enda hi /het choice ci6 a book to be mad as an out-o15-cta44
project by exptaiming how it meets the assignment.

3. Student exptain4 and deSendZ a request fan additionat time to worrk
on an azsignment/ptoject, on whatever.

C. Organize (order) me44age4 40 ahem can undenAtand them.

1. Student U4024 a chronological (time) order when exptaining the sequence
o 4tep4 taken to complete an aAsignment.

2. Student exptain4 the vaAiouA ,topical areas covered in a Lesson, Ouch
as hiztoAy on English.

3. Student exptain4 how the newspaper i4 laid out, according to the

impontance, u4uat Location, and topic, areas.
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CtaAAnoom AAAeAAment 7-9

V. AAk questionA to obtain intionmtion.

1. Student asks questionA which wilt help him/hen 6ind additional AoutceA
Sot a pnoject.

2. Student auks questionA which will help him/het gain a cteatet undet-
Atanding o6 the grading ctitetia on an asAignment.

3. Student m04 questions in a Aimutated interview which tequite more
than "yea" on "no" answetA.

E. AnAwet quationA eSSectivety.

'. Student answers queAtiond, which &equine explanation and development
with adequate inpluration.

2. Student answetA queAtionA which require deActirtion with adequate
in6onnation about behaviou and events Ahe/he has observed.

3. Student answers the queAtionA which axe asked, pnoviding alt
neceAzdAy in6onmation, whethet the answe& uquirted .Lo a Simpte
"gee 04 "no" Oh one which &equines ampfiSication.

F. Give concise and accutzte ditections.

1. Student &lay and completely deAcAlbeA eventA.
2. Student ptovideA complete, accurate directions ecom the Achoot to

Aome other well -known location .in the community.
3. Student pnovides ditectionA on an activity about which o he /he know

in each a way that the ctasA can Sottow the diAectionA and complete
that activity.

G. Summaflize mes.sageA.

1. Student AummanizeA inAtAuctionA OA a protect upon which he/Ahe has
been wanking.

2. Student AummanizeA the quatiiicatianA tio& a Achoot °Wee on
neAponAibitity in which many AtudentA ate intentAted (what ZS
Jnvotved in being a member o6 the Atudent council, fox exampte).

3. Student Awiatize4 what has happened AO OA in the unit cunkentty
being Atudied.

IV. Human RetationA (building and maintaining peAAonat tetationAhips and AtAotving
congia4)

A. DeAchibe another0A viewpoint.

1. Student exime44e4 OetingA o6 chatactem in books, ox tete-
viAion Ahowm.

2. Student deActibea the viewpoint o6 another, with whom Ahe/he Ad not
in complete agreement.

3. Student eXptain4 the opinions oti a movie kevitumn who did nat Like
a movie.

B. DeActibe dilgenenceA in opinion.

1. Student deAcAibeA the diiimences between hie/hex viewpoint and that
oi another.

2. Student exptaimA haw two charamtetA diSSet about the neceAAaty course
action in a novel.

3. Student exptalm4 the conitict o6 opinion in a teteviAion pnognam
which wad meommended ion, out-oli-claAA viewing.

S/S
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Clo44floom AAAeAAment 7-9

C. ExpneAA tieeting4 to °them.

1, Student expnett4e4 tieetingA ouch as angen in a mannen apptoptate
to the pemon(A) and Aituation.

2. Student tettA othem how she/he lieetA about an idea 04 event, and
why those 6eet2ng.s eziAt.

3. Student appnopniatety expneAAeA hi4/heit tieeting4 oi apptovat/
di4app2ovat about group behaviors.

D. Penionm Aociat A.ituats.

1. Student keque4t4 appointmenta with teachers, coumelom, and°them.
. Student etitieetivety .initiates and conctude4 inteftieut and phonecats.

3. Student meaentA ideaA in meetings and in6onmat gatkening4.
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SEMESTER COURSE OLTLINE

I. Interpersonal Communication

A. Listening

S. Perception

C. Interviewing

II. Group Communication

A. Membership

B. Leadership

C. Process

D. Preparation

E. Participation

F. Perception

!II. Public Speaking

A. Speech Writing

1. Outlining

2. Parts of speech

B. Delivery

C. Demonstration speech

D. Informative speech

Z. Persuasive speech
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